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1. INTRODUCTION 
E. Bore1 (see [3, Theorem 71) has shown that the Hadamard product 
(see Definition 2.1 below for terminology) of two rational formal power 
series in one variable over a field of characteristic zero is again a rational 
formal power series. His result can be extended to an arbitrary field. 
However, this result is not true in the case of several variables (see 
Example 3.5 below). We consider the following question: 
Is the Hadamard product of two rational formal power series in several 
variables over a field an algebraic formal power series? 
In [S] we showed that the question has a positive answer over a field of 
positive characteristic. Here we shall prove that the result is still true over 
a field of characteristic zero in the case of two variables but is not true for 
the case of more than two variables. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let K be a field. K[[x,, x 2, . . . . xk]] will denote the ring of formal power 
series in k commuting variables x1, x2, . . . . xk with coefficients in K. We 
shall write K((x,, x2, . . xk)) for the field of fractions of K[ [x,, x2, . . xJ]. 
An element f E K( (x, x 2, . . xk)) is said to be an algebraic function over 
K if f is algebraic over the field of rational functions K(x,, x2, . . xk). If
further fE K[[x,, x2, . . . . x,]], then .f is said to be an algebraic 
over K. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose that f, g E K[ [x, , x2, . . . x,]], say 
series 
f= C a “,“*__.,,~-~;‘X;2...X~ and g = 1 b,,,,: ., _x’J’x;? . . ..xF, 
n, > 0 “1, a 0 
j= 1,2....,k i= 1,2. ..k 
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where a“,F2z...lZkY h,,,, .nk EK. Then the Hadamard product off and g, which 
will be denoted byf * g, is the series which is defined by
f*g= 1 a h .‘Cf- x”2.. n,n2...nk n,np-nk 1 2 x7 E K[ [x,, x2, . . xk]]. 
“, >0 
j= 1,2,...,k 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
The following result, which is well known, is due to E. Bore1 (see [3, 
Theorem 71). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K he a field of characteristic zero. Let 
f(x) = Cna,, a,x*, g(x) = CnaO b,x”E K[ [xl]. If f, g are rational, then 
f*dx)=Cn.o a,bnxn is again rutional. 1 
When the field K has positive characteristic the result isstill true and we 
shall show it below. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0 which is also 
algebraically c osed. If and g belong to K(x), then f* g E K(x). 
Proof Since K is algebraically losed wecan write 
f(x)=P(x)+ i i=. (1 -;ix)ml 
and 
g(x) = Q(x) + jgo (1-;,xlp,’ 
where P(x) and Q(x) belong to K[x] and ai, b,, ;li, and y, are in K. 
Since the Hadamard product operation is a K-bilinear operation t is 
enough to prove the lemma for the case f, = l/(1 -Ax)‘, ~12 1, and 
g, = l/( 1- YX)~, /? 3 1, where 1, yE K. 
Let a’, /I’, k be non-negative integers such that c1+ a’ = /I +8’ =pk so 
that 
fi = 
(1 -nx)a’ 
(1 -lix)x = 1 _ Ipkx$ =(1 - Ax)+ n;. Anpkxnpk 
1 (1 -yx)B’ 
g1 = (1 - yx)” = 1 _ +Pk 
= (1 - yx)“’ c y%np”. 
II>0 
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Since a 2 1, fl> 1 we have ~1’ <pk, 8’ <pk and hence 
,f, * g, = (( 1- Ax)l’ *(1 - yx)“‘) c (Ryx)“PA 
420 
=u -ox)“‘* (‘-7XYK(x), , 
1 - ($x)Ph 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that K is a field and L is an extension field of K. 
Suppose that fE K[ [xl]. Iff EL(x), then fl K(x). 
Proqf: Suppose that f = EnsO a,x” EL(x) n K[ [xl]. Then f = g/h, 
where g=fl,+fl,x+ ... +fi,+,xM and h=cc,+c(,x+ ... +akxk, with each 
CZ,,B~EL (O<i<k, O<j<M) and CY,#O. Hence 
XOa~l+k+crla?r+k-l+ “’ +@ka,=o, VnEN withn>M. (3.3.1) 
Let B be a basis for L over K containing c(~. Define a K-linear m p
such that if xE B then 
if .Y=CI, 
otherwise. 
Applying q5 to the relation (3.3.1) we get (since each a, E K and 
d(ao) = 1) 
U n+k+hC(dan+k- I + “’ +&ak)an=o, Vn>M, 
which is a non-trivial recurrence relation over K. Hence fe K(x). 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that K is a field of characteristic p > 0. If and 
g E K(x), then .f* gE K(x). 
Proof: Suppose that L is an extension field ofK which is algebraically 
closed. Then f and g belong to L(x). Therefore by Lemma 3.2, f * g E L(x) 
and so by Lemma 3.3, f * g E K(x). m 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 do not hold in the case of several variables. For 
example if 
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which is rational, then (except in characteristic two) 
f*f=~~>o(n~*)2x.‘l”=((l-x-v)‘4x~}~l., 
, / 
which is not rational (see, for example, [4, p. 141 I). 
A question which arises here is 
Suppose that K is a)eld andf, gE K[[x,, x2, . . xJ]. Suppose thatf, g 
are rational series. Is the Hadamard product f * g an algebraic series? 
The answer is positive wh n the field K has positive characteristic [see 
[S, Corollary 5.511. If k > 2 and K has characteristic zero,then the 
following example shows that he answer is negative. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. If 
f= 1 (n;+;2+n~3)X;~x;2X:l=l -x ‘,,x
nl,nZ,fl3>0 1, 21 1 3 
and 
g= c (x,x2M= 
1 
n30 
1 - X1X2X~’ 
which are rational series, then 
.f*g=n~o(n~n) t”, where t=xlx2x3, 
I ” 
which is transcendental over field ofcharacteristic zero (see, for example, 
[7]). Note that, by[7], the same series is algebraic over afield ofcharac- 
teristic p > 0, but of degree qual to an unbounded function ofp. 
The only case which is left and still seems to be unknown is the case 
k= 2 and when K has characteristic zero. Inthis paper we intend to 
consider this case and prove the following theorem: 
The Hadamard product of two rational series oftwo variables over afield 
of characteristic zero isan algebraic series. 
First weneed the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let K be a field. Then (making appropriate natural iden- 
tifications) 
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(iii) K(x, y) = K(x)(y) C K((x, y)) EK((x))((y)), 
(iv) K((x))Cyl G K(y)((x)) E K((y))((x)l 
Proqf: The proof of (i) is straightforward. 
(ii) Let f~ K[[x, y]], and 
f = 1 C am,,xn’y” = C
n > 0 m 3 0 nao ma0 
Let x/y =i and m + n =p. Then f = Cpao (Cmcp am,p-mj2m) yp, which is 
an element ofK[A] [[y] J. 
(iii) K(x, y) = K(x)(y) c K((x, y)) is trivial. For the remaining part 
of this case note that 
Thus the quotient field ofK[[x, y]], namely K((x, y)), is also contained 
in K((.~))((Y)). 
(iv) If f~K((x))[y], then f=C~zoa,,(x)y”, where a,(x)= 
C,“= M, a,,,,$“. Hence 
f$ 5 amn x”y” 
n=O m,=-M, 
= f ($amnyn) xm E W)((x)) 5 W(Y))((X)). I 
m= -MUM, n=O 
OCl4N 
4. NEWTON-PUISEUX THEOREM 
The following theorem isdue to Newton and Puiseux (see, for example, 
[6, pp. 98-1021). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be an algebraically c osed field of characteristic 
zero. Then 
m(t)) = IJ K((t”‘)), 
i-21 
where ,? denotes the algebraic closure ofA. 1 
We need a “Two variabfe version fthe Newton-Puiseux Theorem.” 
First westate he following lemma: 
481 1X2-17 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let K he a field ofcharacteristic zero andlet Kc L be a 
field extension. If (t) EL((t)) isalgebraic over K( (t)), then there exists a 
finite extension M of K with MC L such that f (t) EM((t)). 
Proqf: See [ 1, Lemma 1, p. 721. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let K be a field ofcharacteristic zero. Then 
K((t)) = t.j U(t”‘))> 
L,r2 1 
where L runs through t e ,finite extensions of K contained in I? 
Proof: Let U=UL,ral L((t’l’)), where L runs through t e finite exten- 
sions of K contained in 1% Then K((t)) c U is an algebraic extension as 
each L((t”‘)) is clearly algebraic ( nfact finite) over K( (t)). On the other 
hand Ural R( (t”‘)) is analgebraically losed field byTheorem 4.1 since K 
is an algebraically losed field ofcharacteristic zero. Moreover clearly 
UC_ uK((t”‘)). 
r>l 
It remains to show that every algebraic element oflJral K( (t”‘)) over 
K( (t)) is in fact in U. Let f(t I”) ER( (t”‘)) bealgebraic over K( (t)) and so 
over K( (t”‘)). By Lemma 4.2 there xists a finite extension L of K 
contained in R such that f (t”‘) E L( (t”‘)). Thus f(t”‘) E U and hence 
W(t)) = u. I 
COROLLARY 4.4 (A Two Variable NewtonPuiseux Theorem). Let K be 
an algebraically losed field ofcharacteristic zero. Then 
K((t))((u)) = u Wt”‘M~“% 
r.s> I 
Proof: By Corollary 4.3, 
K((t)N(u)) = t.j L((u”“)h 
L.32 1 
where L runs through the finite extensions f K((t)) contained in K((t)). 
Since K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero,by 
Theorem 4.1 we have 
K((t)) = u K((t”‘)). r3l 
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Hence 
K((t))((u)) = u K (w ((~““)). I r,.s2 I 
LEMMA 4.5. Let KC L be a field extension. Suppose that 
fb, 2 x2, ..., xn)~KCCx,,x 2  . .x”]] is algebraic over L(x,, x2, . . x,) of 
degree N. Then f is algebraic over K(x, , x2, . . x,) of degree N. 
Proof: See [S, Theorem 6.11. 1
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
We use an argument which is analogous to Gessel’s argument in[2] to 
prove our main result. Note that in the proof, particular attention must be 
paid to the order of the variables; for example, K( (x))( ( y)) # K( ( y))( x)). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be a field of characteristic zero.Let R(x, y) = 
c m,n,~ amnxmyny S(x, Y) = Cm,naO bmnxmyn E KC[x, ~11. If R, S are 
rational series, then R * S(t, u) = x,,,naO mnbmn t”‘u” is an algebraic series 
over K(t, u). 
Proof: By Lemma 4.5 we may assume that K is algebraically losed. 
Since K(x, y) = K(x)( y) we have R(x, y) = CnaO a,,(x) y”, S(x, y) = 
CnaO b,(x) y” where a,(x) = CmaO amnxm, b,(x) = Cm2O bmnx”’ are in 
K(x). Substituting (x, y)+ (x, U) in R and (x, y) + (t/x, u)in S we get 
Nx, u)= c an(x) 
II>0 
S(;,f)=$ob.(~)u”. 
Both R(x, U) and S(t/x, U) are power series inK(x, t)[[u]] which are 
also contained in K(x, t)(u). Applying Theorem 3.1 with K replaced by 
K(x, t) we get 
T(u, x, t)= R(x, u) * S 
which is again arational power series in K(x, t)[ u]] n K(x, t)(u). 
Now 
a,(x) = c amnxm E K((x)) 
m 2 0 
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b, 5 = 1 b,,$EK(x)CIIllEK((x))CCfll. 
0 r,O 
Hence 
T(u, x, t) = 1 1 1 %m ~,,~m~~~‘~“~~~~~~~CC~llCC~ll 
n,O i-20 m>O 
=~(b)KC~ll[[~ll~ 
Since the coefficients of the formal power series in tare formal power series 
in u with coefficients n K((x)), bounded in the x-adic metric, we have 
T(u,x, t)= c c c a,,b,,x”~‘u”t’ 
t-30 n,O m20 
= ,Yxo I, nlxo %+sb b,,u”xSf E K((u)N(x))C Ctll. 
A, I 
Since L((t)) c L((t”‘)) forY> 1, we have 
K((u))((x))[[tl] cK((ul’“))((x))((t’lb)) 
for any integers a, b > 1. Let (x0) Tbe the “coefficient of x0” in T(u, x, t). 
Then 
(x’)T= c 1 arnb,nunt’= 1 a,,,,,b,,,,,t”‘u* 
?->a n>O lPl,H20 
= R * S(t, u)E KCCt, ull cK((u))((t)). 
It remains toshow that (x0) Tis algebraic over K(t, u). 
Since T(u, x, t) is a rational series in u over K(x, t) and 
K(x, t)(u) = K(t, u)(x), there xist polynomials Z’(t,U, x), Q( t, U, x) E 
K(t, u)[x] such that 
P(t, u, x) 
T(u, x, t) =Qct, u, x)’ Q(t, u, xl f0. 
Further K(t, U) = K(u, t) = K(u)(t) E K((u))((t)) by Lemma 3.6(iii) and 
moreover 
K((u))((t)) = u K((u”“))((t”“)) 
o,b21 
by Corollary 4.4. Therefore, we can factorise the denominator Q into linear 
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factors over K((u”“))((~“~)) f or some a, b2 1. Hence we can expand 
T= P/Q in partial fractions and we have 
M g;(x) 
T(u, x, f) = 1 j= ,(x - <iI”” 
where c~EN, c,>, 1, i”i~K((ullU))((t”b)), and 
g,(x)EK((U1’u’))((t”b))[X] c K((U1’“))(X)((t”b)) zK (LP ((x))((t”“)) 
(by Lemma 3.6(iv)). 
Since 5; is a root of QEK(u, t)[x], ti is algebraic over K(u, t) and 
further all the coefficients of gi are algebraic over K(u, t). Rename the rj as 
81, %, ..‘, ~,, P, , lb, . . P, where 
CL,E t”bK((U”U))[[f”b]], B,~~l’b~~~~l’u~~CC~l’bll~ 
so that /?;~‘~K((u’~~))[[t”~]]. Hence 
(5.1.1) 
for some positive ntegers ci and d, with 
Pi(x)EK((z4”u))((t”b))[X, x-‘1 
and 
where in each case the ring is contained inK( (~““))((x))((t”~)) by 
Lemma 3.6(iv) (and Pi, Qj still have coefficients whichare algebraic over 
K(u, t)). 
In order to find (x0) T we have to expand the terms on the right-hand 
side of (5.1.1) as series in K( (u”“))((x))(( l’lb)). Todo this, itis enough to 
consider the two terms P(x)/( 1 -x -‘cI)(’ and Q(x)/( 1 -x/F’)” for the two 
typical terms corresponding to the first and the second sums in (5.1.1), 
respectively, where 
c1 Etl’bK((~““))[ [tl’b]], ~~K((u”“))((t”~))\f”~K((~“~))[[r”~]], 
P(x)E K((u”“))((~“~))[x, x-‘1 
and 
Q(x)E K((ul’“))((tl’b))Cxl. 
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h, = 
1 
(1 -xP’a)’ 
=(I-x-‘a)-“= c
PI20 
= z( c+n-1 Ann ) x c( II20 n (5.1.2) 
and c( =I,“=, %,,,(ul’u)tm’h, for some%,(u”“) E K((u”“)). Hence 
This eries i in fact aformal power series int”’ as m and n are non- 
negative integers. Since the least exponent oft is l/6 >0 (when m = l), the 
coeffkient of tk” is a finite sum of some terms for which n< k. Hence 
for some &(u”“) EK( (u”~)), which is clearly a series in K( (zP))(x))( (tllb)) 
(in fact an element ofK((~“~))((x))[[t”~]]). 
Similarly, let 
h, = 
1 
(1 -xbF)” 
=(l -xp-1)-d= 1J+,- ‘) XT”. (51.3) 
As p-’ E K((u”“))[ [I”~]], 8-l = C,“=, Ym(u”‘U) tm”b for some Y,,,(u~“‘) E 
K( (u”“)). Hence 
This eries is obviously a formal power series in tllb which is contained in 
K((u”“))[[~]][[t”~]] and hence is a series in K((~““))((x))((r”~)). 
Now P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials in x and x-l with coeffkients i  
K((u”“))( ( tllb)) which are algebraic over K(u, I) (and also c(, /? are algebraic 
over K(u, t)). Hence it follows that he coefficients of x0 in P(x)h, and 
Q(x)h2 are algebraic over K(u, t) (since from (5.1.2) and(51.3) they are 
clearly finite sums of terms of the form 6cP and E/P where 6, E are algebraic 
over K(u, t)). Hence (x’)T is a finite sum of terms in K((u’~~))((~‘~~)) 
which are all algebraic over K(u, t) and the proof is complete. 1 
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Remark 5.2. We cannot weaken the conditions of Theorem 5.1 to allow 
R or S to be algebraic. For example if 
R(x, y)= 1 (n:m)2x”ym= ((1 -~-y)~-4.~y}~~‘~~, 
n,m30 
which is algebraic (see xample following Theorem 3.4) and 
SC4 Y) = c bY)” =j&5 
n 2 0 ‘S 
which is rational, then 
R*S= c 
2n ’ ( > t”, where t = xy, II>0 n 
which is transcendental. (See [3, p. 2981.) 
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